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Teaching notes on 14.01 Recap 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To revisit vocabulary and grammar we’ve learned so far. This lesson will 
recap verb tenses, noun endings, commands, conjunctions and negatives. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quot 
annos natus/nata es?’ [‘How old are you?’ – literally ‘For how many years have you been 
born?’]. Boys can answer, ‘septem (7)/octo (8)/novem (9)/decem (10)/undecim (11) annos 
natus sum’ and girls, ‘septem (7)/octo (8)/novem (9)/decem (10)/undecim (11) annos nata 
sum’ 

‘Quot’ [‘how many’] gives us the English word ‘quota’. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary that we’ll 
be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-7 

The lesson today will take the ‘circuits’ approach, where students will receive four chunks of 
revision input, after each of which they’ll be cued to do the related exercise on their 
worksheets. 

Slides 4-5 

The first point of revision is the three tenses we’ve met so far (present, past continuous, 
simple past), how they can be translated into English and then how all the endings look. 

Slide 6 

🤓💬 A quick-fire practice translating the new verb ‘scire’ (‘to know) in various tense 
forms: 

• scio – I know (P) 
• sciverunt – they knew (SP) 
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• sciebas – you were knowing/used to know (PC) 
• scit – he/she/it knows (P) 
• sciebatis – y’all were knowing/used to know (PC) 
• scivimus – we knew (SP) 

📝 The class is then cued onto Exercise 1 of the worksheet, a verb crossword. 

Slide 7 

A recap of all the noun endings with a focus on possessive endings. 

📝 The class is then cued onto Exercise 2 of the worksheet, where they have to match 
possessive noun phrases to pictures. 

Slides 8-10 

A recap of commands and prohibitions. 

📝 The class is then cued onto Exercise 3 of the worksheet, where they have to translate 
commands or prohibitions given. 

Slide 11 

A recap of the four conjunctions we’ve met so far on the course (et [and], sed [but], quod, 
[because] and itaque [therefore/so]. 

📝 The class is then cued onto Exercise 4 of the worksheet, where they have to choose the 
best conjunction and then translate the sentence. These sentences also contain negatives 
such as ‘numquam’ [never] and ‘nemo’ [no-one]. 

 

Slide 12 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘vita’ meaning 
‘life’? [vitamin, vital, vitality, revitalise] 

Question 2 What Latin word is at the root of our English word ‘multitude’? [multus, 
much/many] 

Question 3 quid Latine est   🦕  ? [maximus] 
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Teaching notes on 14.02 Questions 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To look at various ways of asking questions in Latin. In this lesson, we’ll 
encounter six new words that help us turn Latin statements into Latin questions. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
mensis natalis est?’ [‘What month were you born in?’ – literally ‘What is the birth month for 
you?’]. Pupils can answer, ‘[month] mihi mensis natalis est.’ [‘ [month] is my birth month’], 
choosing from the months on the list (which are similar and in some cases identical to their 
English equivalents). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some new Latin vocabulary that we’ll 
be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around the 
screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and are predominantly question words, which we’ll be exploring more in-depth 
in this lesson: 

Slide 3: quando villam matris visitavisti? [When did you visit the mother’s house?] 

Slide 4: frater nihil scit sed soror docta est! ubi est soror? [The brother knows nothing but 
the sister is clever! Where is the sister?] n.b. ‘nihil’ is one of the few Latin words that does 
not change its ending when it is the object of the verb. 

Slide 5: cur vita non semper aequa est? non scio [Why is life not always fair? I don’t know.] 

Slide 6: rex dixit, “quis cantat? noli cantare! veto!” [The king said, “Who is singing? Don’t 
sing! I forbit (it)!”] 
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Slide 7: quid dicebas? non audivi [What were you saying? I didn’t hear.] 

Slide 8: quomodo ignis maximus urbem delevit? [How did the very big fire destroy the city?] 

Slides 9-14 

🤓💬 These slides revisit the Quick Fire Sentences we’ve just translated and get the 
pupils to identify the question word in each of the sentences. On mouse-click the question 
word will be ‘captured’ in the box on the right-hand side. The question words are: 

• quando – when 
• ubi - where 
• cur - why 
• quis - who 
• quid - what 
• quomodo – how 

Students may notice that most question words in Latin start with ‘qu-‘, a little like how many 
English question words start with ‘wh-.’ 

📝 The class is then cued onto the worksheet, where they choose a question word to 
complete a Latin sentence, and then translate the sentence. N.B. there are multiple possible 
answers. 

Slide 15 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘ignis’ meaning 
‘fire’? [ignite, ignition, reignite] 

Question 2 What do many Latin question words start with? [‘Qu-‘] Can you think of any 
examples and what they mean? [quis – who, quid – what, quomodo – how, quando – when] 

Question 3 quid Latine est ⚖  ? [aequus/aequa] 
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Teaching notes on 14.03 More questions 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To learn how the suffix ‘-ne’ turns a statement into a question in Latin. 
The (slightly weird!) convention of adding ‘-ne’ can really camouflage words beyond 
recognition so in this lesson we’ll practice looking out for it and not letting it bamboozle us! 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘ubi 
natus/nata es?’ [‘Where were you born?’]. Pupils can answer, ‘in … natus/nata sum.’ [‘I was 
born in …], choosing from the countries on the list: 

• Britannia - Britain 
• …Gallia - France 
• …Germania - Germany 
• …Africa - Africa 
• …Italia - Italy 
• …Hispania - Spain 
• …Europa - Europe 
• …America - America 
• …Serica – China (literally ‘Silkland’) 
• …India - India 
• …alibi – somewhere else (which is where we get the English word ‘alibi’ (a plausible 

explanation for placing yourself somewhere other than the scene of a crime). 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s new Latin 
vocabulary (no English translation, just picture cues). As usual, students match the English 
word to its Latin predecessor. As an extension, pupils can explain the connection between 
the root word and its English derivative, or even think of more English words deriving from 
the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and the question words that we met formally in the last lesson of the unit are 
explicitly displayed, too): 

Slide 3: quid mihi clamabas? [What were you shouting to/at me?] 

Slide 4: cur verum non dicitis? [Why are y’all not speaking the truth?] 
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Slide 5: “ubi pater gladium celavit?” rogavit mater. “nescimus,” responserunt fratres. 
[“Where did Dad hide the sword?” asked the mother. “We don’t know,” replied the 
brothers.] 

Slide 6: quomodo rex et regina aequi errant? populum curabant et multas villas 
aedificaverunt. [How were the king and queen fair? They used to look after the people and 
they built many houses.] 

Slide 7: “quis in lecto meo dormivit?” dixit Ursus Pater. “quis in lecto meo dormivit?” dixit 
Ursus Mater. “quis in lecto meo dormit?” dixit Ursus Infans. [“Who’s been sleeping in my 
bed?” said Father Bear. “Who’s been sleeping in my bed?” said Mother Bear. “Who is 
sleeping in my bed?” said Baby Bear.] 

Slides 8 

🤓💬 …is a quick recap of the six question words met in the last lesson, encouraging the 
students to match up the Latin to the English translation. If you think you know to which 
Latin an English word belongs, click on it to see if you’re right. 

Slide 9 

Not all questions have a question word. This slide shows how Latin uses the prefix ‘-ne’ on 
the first word of a sentence to turn a statement into a question with an affirmative or 
negative answer. Once seeing a few examples… 

Slide 10 

…the pupils can have a go at translating some words/sentences with ‘-ne’. Draw attention to 
the ways in which different tenses change when turning from a statement into a question: 

e.g. present – ‘You like?’ becomes ‘Do you like?’, past continuous ‘You were walking’ turns 
to ‘Were you walking?’ and ‘He saw the car’ changes to ‘Did he see the car?’ 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise where students have to 
identify the ‘-ne’ in a question and then turn it back into a statement by removing the suffix. 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘scire’ meaning 
‘fire’? [subconscious, conscious, conscience, science, scientific, prescient] 

Question 2 What two letters can you add to the first word in a Latin sentence to turn it from 
a statement into a question? [‘-ne’] 
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Question 3 quid Latine est 🌌  ? [multus/multa] 
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Teaching notes on 14.04 Relative clauses 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To recognise relative pronouns in masculine/feminine, singular/plural 
subject form 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘curasne 
apud te animalium?’ [‘Do you look after an animal at home?’]. There’s then the choice of 
various pets (which are all object nouns to fit into the reply of ‘…… curo’ [‘I look after a ….’]: 

• canem? [dog] 
• …felem? [cat] 
• …pisces? [fish] 
• …rattum? [rat] 
• …avem? [bird] 
• …cuniculum? [rabbit] 
• …serpentem? [snake] 
• …stellionem? [lizard] 

For hamsters, gerbils etc, you could always use the word ‘rodentem’ [‘rodent']. This word 
comes from the Latin, ‘rodere’, ‘to gnaw’ and also gives us the English word ‘erode’. 
Although a Roman may be mystified as to why you’d want to keep a rodent as a pet, 
especially when dormice (‘glis’, plural ‘glires’) are so delicious roasted and dipped in honey… 

The Latin preposition ‘apud’ doesn’t really have a single, direct translation into English. It 
literally means ‘at the house of’ (a bit like ‘chez’ in French or ‘bei’ in German). It can also be 
extended to mean ‘in the presence/view of’. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge recapping some of the unit’s Latin vocabulary (no 
English translation, just picture cues). As usual, students match the English word to its Latin 
predecessor. As an extension, pupils can explain the connection between the root word and 
its English derivative, or even think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. 
Pupils can also identify to which word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and the question words that we met formally in the last lesson of the unit are 
explicitly displayed, too): 
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Slide 3: ignis maximus urbem magorum omnino consumpsit [The huge fire completely 
destroyed the city of the wizards.] 

Slide 4: nox me vexat quod dormire non amo [Night-time annoys me because I don’t like to 
sleep.] 

Slide 5: miles rogat, “quis in via clamat?” “nescio. nihil audivi,” respondit medicus. [The 
soldier asks, “Who is shouting in the street?” “I don’t know. I heard nothing,” replies the 
doctor.] 

Slide 6: regina quae docta erat tacebat [The queen, who was wise, was quiet.] 

Slide 7: infans qui fabulas amat multos libros legit [The child who loves stories reads lots of 
books.] 

Slide 8 

Ahead of learning about relative clauses and pronouns in Latin, we’ll recap how we spot 
them in English, even when the relative pronoun is missing. Three sentences containing 
relative clauses will appear, and mouse-click will highlight these clauses and their relative 
pronoun. 

Slide 9 

🤓 Using the lesson’s last two quick fire sentences, this slide illustrates how Latin also uses 
relative clauses and pronouns. The class will be prompted to identify the relative clauses 
and two relative pronouns being used here (‘quae’ and ‘qui’). After that, they’ll be asked to 
give their theories about why these two relative pronouns are different (it’s because ‘qui’ is 
masculine and ‘quae’ is feminine). 

Slide 10 

The answer is confirmed on this slide. Just like adjectives, a relative pronoun has to match 
(or agree with) the noun it’s referring to in gender. Fortunately, when the pronoun is the 
subject, it’s the same in the singular form as it is in the plural. 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise where students have to (1) 
identify relative clauses and pronouns in English sentences, and (2) identify relative clauses 
and pronouns in Latin sentences, and then translate them. 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘maximus’ 
meaning ‘huge/very big? [maximise, maximum, maxi dress, max out, maxim] 
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Question 2 Name some English relative pronouns. [who, which, that] Can you also 
remember any Latin ones? [qui and quae] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🔥 ? [ignis] 
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Teaching notes on 14.05 More relative clauses 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To recognise relative pronouns in masculine/feminine, singular/plural 
object form in Latin relative clauses. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid 
adultus/adulta eris?’ [‘What will you be when you’re a grown-up?’]. There’s then the choice 
of various jobs (which are all fit into the reply of ‘…… ero’ [‘I’m going to be….’]): 

• cantor? [singer] 
• agricola? [farmer] 
• pictor? [painter] 
• faber? [craftsman/someone who makes things] 
• medicus? [doctor] 
• aedificator? [builder] 
• coquus? [chef] 
• magister/magistra? [teacher 

There may be some jobs for which there is no Latin translation, such as ‘footballer’ (maybe 
athleta, [athlete] would do?) or ‘astronaut’ (this is a Greek compound word so if you told a 
Roman that you were an ‘astronauta’, he would understand that you were a ‘star-sailor’, but 
he’d probably think you’d lost your marbles). Anyway, this can actually be a nice critical, 
historical thinking exercise about jobs that existed (pr did not exist) in the ancient world. 

The reply, “nescio!” [I don’t know!] is also valid. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge in reverse, recapping the vocabulary encountered 
in the current unit. Rather than giving the students some English vocabulary to match up 
with the correct Latin root, this slide pops up a Latin word and picture stimulus. Once you’ve 
checked that the students understand the meaning of the Latin word, you can ask them 
(individually, in pairs or table teams) to write down as many words as they can think of in 
English that come from that Latin root. As more Latin words appear, the list will get longer. 
Once all the words are displayed, go round the class and collect all the derivative English 
words written down and see how many you have (maybe even see which student/pair/team 
has the most). 

If you’re ever unsure whether an English word comes from a particular Latin root, either you 
or the students can research it using Google and the search term ‘etymology’. 
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Slides 3-8 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary new to this unit and also previously 
unencountered. The oral verb rehearsals no longer feature, but a reminder of all the tense 
endings we’ve met so far will stay at the bottom of the screen. On mouse-click on each slide, 
a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. the new, glossed words are 
underlined and the question words that we met formally in the last lesson of the unit are 
explicitly displayed, too). We’re also recapping the relative pronouns we met in Lesson 
14.04: 

Slide 3: rex qui in cubiculo dormiebat nihil audivit [The king who was asleep in the bedroom 
heard nothing.] 

Slide 4: regina quae gladium acutum habet milites ducit [The queen who has a sharp sword 
is leading the soldiers.] 

Slide 5: decem porci qui in fundo habitabant laete currebant [The ten pigs who lived on the 
farm were running happily.] 

Slide 6: matres quae nos curabant patienter laborabant [The mothers who were looking 
after us were working patiently.] 

Slide 7: mater quam amo docta est [The mother whom I love is clever.] 

Slide 8: medicus quem audivisti regem servavit [The doctor whom you heard saved the 
king.] 

Slide 9 

Using two of the quick fire sentences as models, this slide recaps how Latin uses relative 
clauses and relative pronouns, just like English, and that the relative pronouns have to be 
the same gender (masculine/feminine) and number (singular/plural) as the thing they’re 
describing. 

Slide 10 

…extends this knowledge. Sometimes, the relative pronoun is not doing the action in the 
relative clause but instead is the object. The ending of the relative pronoun changes in the 
same way a noun does when it becomes the object. In formal English, this is where you see 
the word ‘whom’ (which handily has an ‘m’ on the end of it, just like Latin singular object 
nouns!). 

 

 

Slide 11 
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This table extends the previous lesson’s learning by showing what pronouns in the object 
case look like. Fortunately, when pronouns change from subject to object, they use endings 
with which we’re already familiar from nouns. 

📝 The class is then cued onto this lesson’s written exercise where students have to (1) 
identify relative clauses and pronouns in English sentences and say whether the subjects in 
the main and relative clauses are the same, and (2) identify relative pronouns in Latin 
sentences, and then translate the sentences. 

Slide 11 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 What English word can you think of that come from the Latin ‘annus’ meaning 
‘year’? [annual, millennium, biennial, centenary, anniversary] 

Question 2 “The Latin word for ‘who’ never changes.” True or false? [False. Relative 
pronouns change in the same way as nouns (feminine/masculine, singular/plural, 
subject/object) depending on what their role in the relative clause is.] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🧬 ? [vita] 
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Teaching notes on 14.06 The best and worst of Roman leaders 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To record more vocabulary in our mini dictionaries, to use this 
knowledge and the glossing technique to translate a fact sheet about Roman leaders. The 
written exercise in this lesson is again 100% in Latin. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, 
‘quomodo otiaris? …picturas pingis?…plantas colis?…longe ambulas?…fabulas 
scribis?…ludos ludis?…libros legis?’ (“What did you do in your spare time? Paint pictures? 
Grow plants? Go for long walks? Write stories? Play games? Read books?”) to which the 
pupil can reply, “picturas pingo [I paint pictures]” “plantas colo [I grow plants]” “longe 
ambulo [I go for long walks]” fabulas scribo [I write stories]” “ludos ludo [I play games]” 
“libros lego [I read books]” or “aliter facio [I do something else].” 

This exerciser gets the pupils used to swapping between the ‘you’ and ‘I’ forms of the 
present tense. 

Slides 2-4 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered, some of the 
unit’s vocabulary and the concepts encountered in Unit 14 (questions and relative clauses). 
These sentences are also intended to help warm up for the written exercise. On mouse-click 
on each slide, a new word or words will appear in the New Words box. The three sets of 
tense endings also appear at the bottom of the slide to support the students. The sentences 
(with the new, glossed words underlined) are: 

Slide 2: “sonum audio! quid est?” rogavit rex [“I hear a sound! What is it?” asked the king.] 

Slide 3: populus Romanus dixit, “reges vetamus!” [The Roman people said, “We ban kings!”] 

Slide 4: ignis maximus urbem delevit sed imperator nihil fecit [The huge fire destroyed the 
city but the emperor did nothing] 

Slide 5: populus ducem invictum qui urbem servavit valde amat [The people love the 
undefeated leader who saved the city.] 

Slide 6 

📝 Time for the pupils to record this unit’s vocabulary in the relevant mini dictionary 

sections. The words are clustered in word class groups:  

Verbs – vetare (to forbid/ban), scire (to know), nescire (to not know) 

Nouns – ignis (fire), nihil (nothing), annus (year) 
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Adjectives – maximus/maxima (very big/huge/greatest), doctus/docta (clever), 
multus/multa (much – singular, many – plural), aequus/aequa (fair/level/equal) 

Slide 7 

📝 A mouse-click walk-through, showing how to complete the Roman Leaders worksheet 

which contains only Latin: 
1. Read the Latin and, using the new vocabulary at the bottom of the page, write a 

translation. The students may need to use their mini-dictionaries to look up any 
words they’ve forgotten 

2. Draw pictures that illustrate the scene or action in each panel. 
 
Slide 8 
 
This slide displays the text of the written exercise. Each Latin sentence, when clicked on, will 
reveal the English translation. This means that if there’s a particular sentence that the class 
is stuck on during their translation, you can click and reveal that individual sentence. 
Otherwise, use this clickable slide to go through the whole translation with the class once 
they’ve finished. 

Slide 8 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Name one Roman leader who is generally considered to be good. [Augustus, 
Marcus Aurelius, Trajan] 

Question 2 What about a bad one? [Tarquin the Proud, Nero] 

Question 3 quid Latine est   ? [nescire]  
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Teaching notes on 14.07 Unit 14 Assessment 

Slide 1  

Learning Objective: to recap and demonstrate what we’ve learned in Unit 14. This lesson 
will take the form of a general recap of the previous lessons in the unit, followed by a quiz to 
assess the pupils’ knowledge. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘esne (Are 
you) …laetus/laeta? (happy?) …fessus/fessa? (tired?) …aeger/aegra?(poorly?) 
…perplexus/perplexa?(confused) …contentus/contenta? (contented) …ridiculus/ridicula? (in 
a silly mood?) …iratus/irata? (angry?)’ Pupils can respond by choosing an adjective (making 
sure they pick the right version to fit their gender) and then adding ‘sum’ [I am]. 

Slide 2  

A recap of these core learning points (most of which cover sentence translation technique) 
appears on mouse-click. They can be used as a stimulus to see what the students recall. 

Learning point 1: Latin uses question words, many of which start with ‘qu-’. 

Learning point 2: Latin also puts the suffix ‘-ne’ on then end of the first word of a sentence 
to make it a question. 

Learning point 3: Latin uses relative clauses introduced by relative pronouns. Relative 
pronouns change their endings like nouns. 

Learning point 4: The Romans banned kings but sometimes the emperors that took their 
place were bad (or worse!) 

The seventeen new words that the students put in their mini dictionaries also appear.  

Slide 3  

📝 This slide shows the two pages (four sections) of the Unit 14 Quiz. The students can 

then work individually on completing it. Once this is done, you can go through the answers 
on… 

Slides 4-7 

…where the answers will be revealed on mouse-click. 

Slide 8 

This unit’s gold star award and a brief look-ahead to what’s in Unit 15. 


